
SUMNERED
MAGICIAN & EVENTS HOST

Absolutely fantastic. Still a talking point a month on!
EY Awards Evening, Manchester





CLOSE UP MAGIC

 

MOST FLEXIBLE

 

 

Bring your event to life with conversational magic and mind reading. 
This 'mix and mingle' performance style is perfect to welcome guests. 
But it's flexible enough to fit into a variety of situations, and can be 
performed with guests standing or from table to table. If you've 
already planned your schedule I'll work with you to find the best time 
for magic. 

1 SESSION OF CONVERSATIONAL CLOSE UP MAGIC
& MIND READING

 

Ed really brightened that poten�ally awkward 
�me pre-corporate dinner. Relaxed, 

entertaining and clever.
Bentley, Cheshire



STAGE MAGIC
MOST ENGAGING

 

 

Engage your whole group with an interactive performance where the 
audience become the stars of the show. This larger scale show packs 
in the wow factor, and ensures everyone becomes part of something 
incredible together. It's the perfect after dinner entertainment.

For multi-day events, this engagement sets the tone for what's about 
to come. Or if you include this at the end of your week/weekend, it's 
a great way to reinforce your events themes without being 
overbearing.

GROUP PERFORMANCE
30 MINUTES MEET AND GREET

 

 

 

 

Every interac�on with our team from close 
up to stage was amazing. Definitely one 

we'll use again in the future!
Waitrose, Kenilworth
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MAGICAL EVENT

 

MOST MAGICAL

 

 

Transform your gathering into a magical experience that will be 
impossible to forget. I'll collaborate with you to design and plan an 
event that weaves magic throughout.  I'll use my skills in designing 
incredible experiences and my connections to some of the best 
magicians in the world to ensure your event will be shared and talked 
about for years to come.

COLLABORATION TO CREATE A MAGICAL EVENT

ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE! 

 

From the first interac�on to the end of the 
evening itself, Ed was the consummate 

professional. He hosted a room of 300 people 
with pa�ence, style and incredible magic.

Sciensus VIP Awards, Derby



5 REASONS TO CHOOSE ED

🗸 A SMART, MODERN MAGICIAN

🗸 OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE

🗸 60 + FIVE STAR REVIEWS

🗸 MEMBER OF THE MAGIC CIRCLE

🗸 TIMELY, EFFICIENT SERVICE 



It's easy to get in 
touch with me, 
either:

email - 
ed@edsumner.com

call - 
07792 129 828.

or visit
edsumner.com

During a short 
phone or video call, 
we'll talk about 
where you see 
magic fi�ng in. 
Don't worry, if 
you're not sure. I've 
helped to plan many 
events so I can 
advise on the best 
use of magic and 
other events 
entertainment.

Once all the details 
are agreed, I'll send 
you a booking 
confirma�on and 
ask you to make the 
first payment which 
confirms your date 
in my calendar. 
Then it's �me to 
start looking 
forward to your 
event.

I'll check in with 
you in the week 
before your event, 
and on the day of 
the event. All you 
need to do now is 
enjoy the magic, 
mind reading and 
comedy.

I can't wait to talk to you!



 

 
 

 

  
 
 

ED@EDSUMNER.COM

07792 129 828

It starts with a conversa�on...

Ed amazed and delighted all who attended! I 
would not hesitate to hire him again, and look 

forward to the opportunity to do so.
Dent the Future Networking Event, Boston, USA


